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While traditional measures of image quality, such as signal-to-noise, increase steadily with radiation
dose, image utility has a sigmoidal relationship [1]. At very low levels (Region A, Figure 1), the image
does not contribute any meaningful information to the procedure, and thus it fails to improve the
probability of a successful procedure. There remains a finite chance of success based on chance alone,
but the image does not appreciably improve that chance. As image quality improves (Region B), it begins
providing more and more information that leads to increases in the probability of success. However,
these increases eventually reach a point of diminishing returns (Region C) where further increases in
image quality have little or no impact on the result.

Figure 1: Impact of radiation dose on image utility
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Resolution of an iconic image (Figure 2) was manipulated to illustrate this point. The first two panels
(5x5 and 9x9 pixels respectively) fall into Region A. The next three panels (18x18 to 75x75 pixels) fall into
Region B. Region C is represented by the final three panels.

Figure 2: Impact of manipulated resolution on an iconic image

Images from a fluoroscopic procedure help further illustrate this point (Figure 3). Two scout images
were obtained prior to injecting the left upper quadrant drainage catheter. For Panel A, the automatic
exposure control unit terminated the exposure when it received 2.4 microgray (µGy). After altering
image centering and magnification, a second image was obtained after adjusting the exposure so it
terminated after 0.24 µGy (Panel B). While Panel A has a noticeably higher signal-to-noise ratio that is
best seen when examining details of the adjacent spine, Panel B depicts the tube position and adjacent
anatomy in sufficient detail to serve as a scout image.
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Figure 3: Scout images
Panel A — automatic exposure control unit terminated the exposure when it received 2.4 µGy.
Panel B — second image obtained after altering image centering and magnification and adjusting the
exposure so it terminated after 0.24 µGy.
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